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Flip, Flap, Fly!A Book for Babies EverywhereCandlewick Press (MA)
This compendium of outstanding read-aloud choices for grades pre-K–3 will enrich and extend content area instruction, helping busy teachers
to meet curriculum requirements within the confines of their busy schedules. • Detailed read-aloud plans created for trade books that scaffold
learning across the curriculum in grades Pre-K–3 • Cites over 700 recently published children's trade books with annotations that correspond
to content areas • Contains selections addressing a wide range of topics, including school and family matters, community, friendship,
prejudice, and civil rights, as well as books containing funny stories, tall tales, nursery rhymes, and mysteries • Subject, title, and author
indexes • Children's poetry anthologies to further scaffold learning in grades Pre-K–3 • Listings of wordless books and first-chapter books
For fans of My Ideal Bookshelf and Bibliophile, The Call Me Ishmael Phone Book is the perfect gift for book lovers everywhere: a quirky and
entertaining interactive guide to reading, featuring voicemails, literary Easter eggs, checklists, and more, from the creators of the popular
multimedia project. The Call Me Ishmael Phone Book is an interactive illustrated homage to the beautiful ways in which books bring meaning
to our lives and how our lives bring meaning to books. Carefully crafted in the style of a retro telephone directory, this guide offers you a
variety of unique ways to connect with readers, writers, bookshops, and life-changing stories. In it, you’ll discover... -Heartfelt, anonymous
voicemail messages and transcripts from real-life readers sharing unforgettable stories about their most beloved books. You’ll hear how a
mother and daughter formed a bond over their love for Erin Morgenstern’s The Night Circus, or how a reader finally felt represented after
reading Gene Luen Yang’s American Born Chinese, or how two friends performed Mary Oliver’s Thirst to a grove of trees, or how Anne
Frank inspired a young writer to continue journaling. -Hidden references inside fictional literary adverts like Ahab’s Whale Tours and Miss
Ophelia’s Psychic Readings, and real-life literary landmarks like Maya Angelou City Park and the Edgar Allan Poe House & Museum. -Lists
of bookstores across the USA, state by state, plus interviews with the book lovers who run them. -Various invitations to become a part of this
book by calling and leaving a bookish voicemail of your own. -And more! Quirky, nostalgic, and full of heart, The Call Me Ishmael Phone Book
is a love letter to the stories that change us, connect us, and make us human.
Two birds unwittingly hatch an alligator egg, which has been accidently placed in their nest, and then try to teach their "son" to fly.

A persevering penguin is determined to fly in this adorably inspiring Classic Board Book from the creator of Red Hat and Red Sled.
Although little Penguin has the soul of an eagle, his body wasn’t built to soar. But Penguin has an irrepressible spirit, and he
adamantly follows his dreams to flip, flap, fly! Even if he needs a little help with the technical parts, this penguin is ready to live on
the wind.
Lists more than 200,000 words organized by letter count and synonym, and provides a reference section with lists of awards,
important figures, records, and events in a variety of fields
Containing full pedigree of all the imported thorough-bred stallions and mares, with their produce.
Simplified Chinese edition of The Pout-Pout Fish Goes to School (A Pout-Pout Fish Adventure) by Deborah Diesen and Dan
Hanna. In Simplified Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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A whimsical, fact-filled primer follows the experiences of Fly, who describes to a classroom of interested youngsters the
characteristics and life cycles of his own species. By the author of Mustache Baby.
Nearly 50 tales and fantasies from Ireland, Scotland, Sweden, China, and other faraway places charmingly tell of elfin
mounds, treasures of gold, fairy servants, and sprites of water, wood, and meadow.
Two of the most trusted reviewers in the field join with top authors, illustrators, and critics in a definitive guide to choosing
books for children—and nurturing their love of reading. A FAMILY OF READERS is the definitive resource for parents
interested in enriching the reading lives of their children. It’s divided into four sections: 1. Reading to Them: Choosing
and sharing board books and picture books with babies and very young children. 2. Reading with Them: Launching the
new reader with easy readers and chapter books. 3. Reading on Their Own: Exploring what children read—and how they
read—by genre and gender. 4. Leaving Them Alone: Respecting the reading privacy of the young adult. Roger Sutton
knows how and why children read. He must, as the editor in chief of THE HORN BOOK, which since 1924 has been
America’s best source for reviews of books for young readers. But for many parents, selecting books for their children
can make them feel lost. Now, in this essential resource, Roger Sutton and Martha V. Parravano, executive editor at the
magazine, offer thoughtful essays that consider how books are read to (and then by) young people. They invite such
leading authors and artists as Maurice Sendak, Katherine Paterson, Margaret Mahy, and Jon Scieszka, as well as a
selection of top critics, to add their voices about the genres they know best. The result is an indispensable readers’
companion to everything from wordless board books to the most complex and daring young adult novels.
In Book Smart: How to Support Successful, Motivated Readers, the experience of reading together is used as a vehicle for
discussing the varied yet interconnected language and literacy skills that jumpstart the career of a successful reader.
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A quirky lift-the-flap book that answers children's questions about time. A fun book to dip in and out of, this book is a great way to
help time fly while learning all about it. An interactive board book with over 60 flaps, exploring all kinds of questions that young
children ask about the world around them. Lift the flaps to discover the answers to lots of 'what?', 'why?', 'how?', 'when?' and
'who?' questions. Provides friendly, simple answers to challenging questions, with entertaining and informative illustrations.
Illustrations: Full colour throughout
Root and Walker introduce readers to a whole springtime full of babies taking that first thrilling step toward independence.--"The
Horn Book." Full color.
Presenting six books in the Pre-Level 1 Ready-to-Read Adventures of Otto series by Theodor Seuss Geisel award winner David
Milgrim—now together in a shrink-wrapped value pack! Otto is a robot living on Earth who always has a good time with his friends.
Kids will love reading about Otto, Pip, and the gang as they flip, flap, fly, and more! These award-winning Pre-Level 1 Ready-toReads with bright illustrations and minimal text are perfect for the true emergent reader. This paperback value pack includes: Go,
Otto, Go! See Pip Point Ride, Otto, Ride! Swing, Otto, Swing! See Otto See Pip Flap
A baby bird, fish, snake, otter, duck, mouse, and child merrily meet at a pond after being helped by their mamas all morning. On board pages.
A collection of 20 books that will help parents teach their children to read at home. Written by literacy specialists, each book includes stories,
plays, games, instruction text and much more.
Additional reading and writing. A cross-curricular theme based book for Key Stage 1 and 2 (19 other titles also available in series). Hotlinks
include a range of genre, and lesson plans and activity sheets are available on CD-ROM. Activities cover subject areas: Music, History,
PSHE, Art and design, PE, Science, Design and technology, Maths, IT, Geography, History. Title promotes guided reading and writing, and
also useful for independent reading, and phonemic awareness. Size: 18.4cm wide by 20.4cm high. 52 pages. Published 2003.
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